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SUMMARY 
 
This paper gives an overview of the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) used 
by the existing Aeronautical Telecommunications Network (ATN) security 
solution. The PKI supports the distribution of public keys of ATN entities. 
The PKI is used in conjunction with security protocols to provide security 
services to ATN entities. The PKI is based on the X.509 authentication 
framework and in particular the popular PKIX profile of X.509. 
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1 Introduction 
 
This paper describes the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) for the Aeronautical 
Telecommunications Network (ATN). 
 
The ATN includes mechanisms to provide security for application and routing related 
communications within the ATN. The security solutions employed use public-key 
cryptography. The PKI described in this paper provides the requisite support to distribute 
the public keys of ATN entities and therefore enable the operation of the ATN security 
solutions. 
 
Specifically this paper addresses issues such as the description of the ATN PKI 
architecture, what each entity’s role is in this architecture, what form of certificates and 
CRLs are used to distribute public keys, and how these certificates and CRLs are 
delivered and validated. It does not address issues which may be considered largely local 
matters such as the format of certificate requests and the provision of security policies.1,2 
 
The ATN PKI described is based on the X.509 authentication framework in [5,10]. The 
certificate and CRL formats used are based on the PKIX profile [3] of the X.509 
standards. Implementations of PKIX are widely available in COTS products. 
 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the ATN PKI 
architecture and what role each entity plays in this architecture. Section 3 describes the 
certificate and CRL formats that should be used by ATN entities. Section 4 describes 
how ATN certificates and CRLs are delivered during the operation of the ATN PKI. 
Section 5 describes how ATN certificates and CRLs are validated by ATN entities. 
Section 6 gives a summary of the paper, and Section 7 lists the references cited in the 
paper.  

                                                 
1 Note however that the certificate formats and delivery mechanisms described do place various constraints 
on the internal operation of ATN entities by, for example, deprecating the use of various certificate 
extensions within the ATN. The constraints are considered justified in order to facilitate the effective and 
swift deployment of security in the ATN. 
2 Additional material containing guidance on issues like security policies and security management may be 
produced later. 
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2 ATN PKI Architecture 
 
This section describes the ATN PKI architecture and what role each entity plays in it. 
 
The architecture is summarized in Figure 1. In the figure, a solid arrow from entity A to 
entity B indicates that A issues certificates to B, while a dotted arrow indicates that A 
optionally issues certificates to B. AOE is an acronym for Aircraft Operating Entity. Note 
that the figure illustrates the general use of the PKI architecture. More ‘restrictive’ 
possibilities that are built into the architecture but which are not illustrated include the 
sharing of a single ‘State CA’ by multiple States, and the assignment by an AOE of its 
State CA to issue certificates directly to its aircraft. 
 
 
3  ATN PKI Certificate and CRL Formats 
 
3.1 General ATN PKI Certificate Format 
 
 
 
Certificate ::= SEQUENCE {  

tbsCertificate   TBSCertificate,  
signatureAlgorithm  AlgorithmIdentifier,  
signatureValue  BIT STRING  

}  

 
TBSCertificate ::= SEQUENCE {  

version [0]   EXPLICIT Version DEFAULT v1,  
serialNumber   CertificateSerialNumber,  
signature   AlgorithmIdentifier,  
issuer    Name,  
validity   Validity,  
subject   Name,  
subjectPublicKeyInfo  SubjectPublicKeyInfo,  
issuerUniqueID  [1] IMPLICIT UniqueIdentifier OPTIONAL,  
subjectUniqueID  [2] IMPLICIT UniqueIdentifier OPTIONAL, 
extensions   [3] EXPLICIT Extensions OPTIONAL   

}  

 
3.1.1 Version Number 
 
Version ::= INTEGER { v1(0), v2(1), v3(2) } 

 
Figure 1 – ATN PKI Architecture 

 
The remainder of this section describes in detail the role of the various entities involved 
in the ATN PKI. 
 

 

State CA State CA State CA 

Ground CMA  AOE CA AOE CAs Ground Apps 
(incl. AMHS) 

Ground Routers

Aircraft CMAs Aircraft Routers 
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2.1 ICAO 
 
ICAO has overall control of the ATN PKI. It specifies how the ATN PKI operates, it 
carries out a review of the PKI at least every 5 years or so, and it acts as a repository for 
salient information such as the identities of State-designated State CAs. Essentially ICAO 
governs the States, who in turn govern the ground application entities, ground routers, 
and aircraft operating entities within their domain. This paper is itself designed to help 
ICAO produce the initial specification of the ATN PKI. 
 
2.2 States 
 
States govern the ground application entities, ground routers, and aircraft operating 
entities within their domain. They ensure and facilitate the effective and secure operation 
of the ATN PKI within their domain. In carrying out this role, each state participating in 
the ATN PKI must assign entities to perform two crucial roles. Firstly they must assign 
an entity – which we will call the State CA – to act as the CA for their domain. Each 
State must register the identity of their State CA with ICAO. Secondly the State must put 
in place a logical entity known as a Certificate and CRL Delivery Service whose job it is 
to provide ATN entities within the State’s domain with certificates and CRLs when they 
need them. States are encouraged to share CAs as much as possible to alievate the cross-
certification problem. 
 
2.3 State CAs 
 
State CAs issue certificates to the ATN entities operating within their State(s). In 
particular they issue certificates to the ground application entities, ground routers, and 
aircraft operating entities’ CAs within their State(s). State CAs also cross certify other 
State CAs so that ATN entities within their State(s) can obtain the public keys of ATN 
entities operating within other States. State CAs may also certify aircraft operating 
entities’ CAs within other States to reduce the amount that aircraft operating entities rely 
on a single State CA. State CAs also issue CRLs on all the certificates they issue.  
 
In order to carry out the tasks outlined above, a State CA will need to perform the 
following actions: 
 
• Generate a key pair which it uses to sign certificates and CRLs. The recommended 

lifetime of this key is 20 years. Strong security measures should be used to guard this 
key against compromise because it represents an attractive target for attack.3 

• Issue certificates to ATN entities operating within their State(s) – specifically ground 
application entities, ground routers, and aircraft operating entities’ CAs (and aircraft 
if the State CA has been asked by an AOE to issue certificates direct to its aircraft). 
State CAs may also issue certificates to aircraft operating entities’ within other States. 
The recommended validity period for most of these certificates is 5 years, however 

                                                 
3 Note – is it acceptable to use a single key pair to sign both certificates and CRLs? If not the number of 
certificates that have to be issued and delivered in the ATN will be increased since State CAs will have to 
cross-certify both each other’s certificate signing keys and each other’s CRL signing keys. 
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the validity period for certificates issued to ground CMA entities and ground routers 
should be considerably shorter – initially the recommended validity period for these 
certificates is one week.4 

• Issue certificates to other State CAs. Again the recommended validity period for these 
certificates is 1 week. In order to shorten certificate paths and simplify certificate path 
processing, no certificate path in the ATN should contain more than one certificate 
issued by one State CA to another. This means that a State CA should cross-certify 
with the State CA of every other State – unless of course the State CA wishes to 
exclude the entities within its domain from communicating securely with the entities 
within the domain of the other State CA. 

• Issue CRLs to notify entities relying on its certificates when the certificates are 
revoked. Initially it is recommended that CRLs are issued every two days although 
the frequency can be adjusted based on operational experience. 

 
State CAs should be identified by both an X.501 distinguished name [9] and an AE-title. 
As discussed above States are encouraged to share CAs - thus a State CA may actually 
serve several States and in this event the State CA need only cross-certify with other CAs 
– this is desirable because it reduces the amount of cross-certification and the average 
length of certificate paths. 
 
2.4 State Certificate Delivery Services 
 
State Certificate and CRL Delivery Services ensure that the ground application entities 
and ground routers operating within their State are able to obtain the certificates and 
CRLs they need in a timely manner. This delivery service can be provided in a number of 
ways and the method used will likely vary from State to State. For example, the service 
may consist of a directory of certificates and CRLs from which entities can pull 
certificates and CRLs when they need them, or it may consist of a server which pushes 
certificates and CRLs out to entities when they are issued.  
 
2.5 Aircraft Operating Entities 
 
Aircraft operating entities govern the aircraft within their domain. They ensure and 
facilitate the effective and secure operation of the ATN PKI within their domain. In 
carrying out this role, each aircraft operating entity must assign an entity – which we will 
call an aircraft operating entity CA or AOE CA – to act as the CA for their domain. Each 
aircraft operating entity must register the identity of their AOE CA with their State.5 
 

                                                 
4 Note – the use of short-lived certificates for various keys is recommended in order to avoid the delivery of 
CRLs over the wireless network. Although these certificates are short-lived, the keys in the certificates may 
be long-lived – thus CAs may repeatedly issue an entity with certificates on the same key with the validity 
period of the certificates updated each time. 
5 Note that it may be problematic if an AOE assigns the State CA of another State to act as its CA. This is 
because ATN users cannot now distinguish whether the certificate the State CA issues to the State/AOE 
CA is intended as a cross-certificate between two State CAs or a certificate from a State CA to an AOE 
CA. Thus State CAs may care to refuse to allow AOEs to assign other State CAs to act as their CA. 
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2.6 Aircraft Operating Entity CAs 
 
AOE CAs issue certificates to the aircraft operating within their domain. AOE CAs also 
issue CRLs on all the certificates they issue. To enable other ATN entities to validate the 
certificates and CRLs they issue, AOE CAs must in turn obtain a certificate from their 
State CA. 
 
In order to carry out the tasks outlined above, an AOE CA will need to perform the 
following actions: 
 
• Generate a key pair which it uses to sign certificates and CRLs. The recommended 

lifetime of this key is 20 years. 
• Obtain a certificate on its certificate signing key from its State CA. An AOE CA may 

also obtain a certificate on its certificate signing key from other States’ State CAs. 
This can help limit the reliance of an aircraft operating entity on a single State CA, as 
well as help reduce the length of certificate paths. 

• Issue certificates to the aircraft within its domain. The recommended validity period 
for these certificates is 5 years. 

• Issue CRLs  to notify entities relying on its certificates when the certificates are 
revoked. Initially it is recommended that CRLs are issued every two days although 
the frequency can be adjusted based on operational experience. 

 
AOE CAs should be identified by both an X.501 distinguished name [9] and an AE-title. 
Note that an aircraft operating entity may assign its State CA to be its AOE CA. This may 
share the costs of operating a CA and shorten certificate paths. However it will increase 
the number of certificates the State CA issues since it will now have to issue certificates 
to aircraft. 
 
2.7 Ground CMA Entities 
 
Ground CMA entities play a central role in the provision of security for application 
communications within the ATN. They  are involved in a mutual authentication protocol 
with aircraft during CMA login, and they help ensure that session keys for applications 
are unique to each CMA session. 
 
To carry out these tasks, ground CMA entities will need to perform the following actions: 
 
• Generate a key agreement key pair and optionally a signing key pair (if they support 

initial CMA contact via CM-upate or provision of ground security using signatures). 
The recommended lifetime for these key pairs is 5 years. 

• Obtain certificates on these keys from their State CA. The recommended validity 
period for these certificates is 1 week. (If the ground CMA entity does not support 
initial contact with aircraft using CM-update, its certificate on its signing key will 
never need to be passed up to aircraft on the RF link and so this certificate may have a 
longer lifetime of 5 years.) 
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• Obtain the certificate signing key of their State CA so they can validate the 
certificates of other ATN entities. 

 
Ground CMA entities should be identified by their AE-title. 
 
 
2.8 Ground AMHS Entities 
 
AMHS entities may also be involved in the provision of security within the ATN. They 
may send and receive AMHS messages in an authentic manner. 
 
AMHS entities that support security will need to perform the following actions: 
 
• Generate a signing key pair. The recommended lifetime of this key pair is 5 years. 
• Obtain a certificate on this key from their State CA. The recommended validity 

period for this certificate is 5 years. 
• Obtain the certificate signing key of their State CA so they can validate the 

certificates of other ATN entities. 
 
AMHS entities should be identified by either their X.400 name or their X.501 
distinguished name. 
 
 
2.9 Other Ground Application Entities 
 
Other ground application entities which use the upper layers communications service are 
also involved in the provision of security for application communications within the 
ATN. They send messages in an authentic manner to aircraft, and receive messages in an 
authentic manner from aircraft. 
 
To carry out these tasks, other ground application entities will need to perform the 
following actions: 
 
• Generate a key agreement key pair and optionally a signing key pair (if they support 

provision of ground-ground security using signatures). The recommended lifetime of 
these key pairs is 5 years. 

• Obtain certificates on these keys from their State CA. The recommended validity 
period for these certificates is 5 years. 

• Obtain the certificate signing key of their State CA so they can validate the 
certificates of other ATN entities. 

 
Other ground application entities should be identified by their AE-title. 
 
 
2.10 Ground Routers 
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Ground routers are involved in the provision of security for routing related 
communications within the ATN. They receive IDRP communications from aircraft in an 
authentic manner, and may also send IDRP communications in an authentic manner to 
aircraft and other ground routers. 
 
To carry out these tasks, ground routers will need to perform the following tasks: 
 
• Obtain the certificate signing key of their State CA so they can validate the 

certificates of other ATN entities. 
 
Ground routers may also need to: 
 
• Generate a key agreement key pair. The recommended lifetime of this key pair is 5 

years. 
• Obtain a certificate on this key from their State CA. The recommended validity 

period for this certificate is 1 week. 
 
Ground routers should be identified by their NSAP address. 
 
2.11 Aircraft Application Entities 
 
Aircraft application entities are involved in the provision of security for application 
communications within the ATN. Aircraft CMA entities are involved in a mutual 
authentication protocol with ground CMA entities during CMA login, and they help 
ensure that session keys for applications are unique to each CMA session. Other aircraft 
application entities send messages in an authentic manner to ground application entities, 
and receive messages in an authentic manner from ground application entities. 
 
To carry out these tasks, aircraft CMA entities will need to perform the following actions: 
 
• Generate a signing key pair and a key agreement key pair. The recommended lifetime 

of these key pairs is 5 years. 
• Obtain certificates on these keys from their AOE CA. The recommended validity 

period for these certificates is 5 years. 
• Obtain the certificate signing key of their State CA so they can validate the 

certificates of other ATN entities. 
 
Aircraft application entities should be identified by their AE-titles. 
 
2.12 Aircraft Routers 
 
Aircraft routers are involved in the provision of security for routing related 
communications within the ATN. They send IDRP communications to ground routers in 
an authentic manner, and may also receive IDRP communications in an authentic manner 
from ground routers. 
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To carry out these tasks, aircraft routers will need to perform the following actions: 
 
• Generate a key agreement key pair. The recommended lifetime of this key pair is 5 

years. 
• Obtain a certificate on this key from their AOE CA. The recommended validity 

period for this certificate is 5 years. 
 
They may also need to: 
 
• Obtain the certificate signing key of their State CA so they can validate the 

certificates of other ATN entities. 
 
Aircraft routers should be identified by their NSAP address. 
 
Table 1 below summarizes the recommended lifetimes of keys and certificates in the 
ATN. 
 
Key type Key lifetime Validity period of 

certificates issued 
containing key 

State CA signing key 20 years 1 week6,7 
AOE CA signing key 20 years 5 years 
Ground CMA entity signing 
key 

5 years 1 week 

Ground CMA entity key 
agreement key 

5 years 1 week 

Ground AMHS entity 
signing key 

5 years 5 years 

Other ground application 
entity signing key 

5 years 5 years 

Other ground application 
entity key agreement key 

5 years 5 years 

Ground router key 
agreement key 

5 years 1 week 

Aircraft CMA entity 
signing key 

5 years 5 years 

Aircraft CMA entity key 
agreement key 

5 years 5 years 

Aircraft router key 
agreement key 

5 years 5 years 

 
                                                 
6 This validity period applies to certificates issued by one State CA to another. Self-signed State CA 
certificates, used to distribute copies of the State CA’s key to entities within the State, may have a longer 
validity period of between 5 and 20 years. 
7 Certificates issued with a short validity period of 1 week are designed to mitigate the need to pass CRLs 
over RF links. 
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In addition to the requirements already outlined in this section, ground application 
entities, ground routers, aircraft CMA entities, and aircraft routers will need to store a 
database containing an entry for each State – each entry containing the identity of the 
State and the identities of the State CA assigned by the State. Ground application entities 
and ground routers will also need to store a database containing an entry for each AOE – 
each entry containing the identity of the AOE and the identities of the AOE CA assigned 
by the AOE. 
 
3  ATN PKI Certificate and CRL Formats 
 
This section describes the formats that should be used for certificates and CRLs in the 
ATN PKI.  
 
Section 3.1 specifies the general certificate format common to all ATN PKI certificates. 
Section 3.2 specifies how the general certificate format is used in the certificates of 
different ATN entities. Section 3.3 specifies the general CRL format. 
 
3.1 General ATN PKI Certificate Format 
 
The general certificate format used for ATN PKI certificates is based on the popular 
PKIX profile [3] of  the X.509 certificate format [5,10]. Various additional constraints are 
placed on the PKIX format when it is used in the ATN to enable the effective operation 
of the ATN. For example the set of algorithms that can be used to sign certificates and the 
set of extensions is restricted. See [3] for more details on the discussion below. 
 
All certificates in the ATN will be an encoding of the following syntax using the 
unaligned form of the Packed Encoding Rules (PER) for ASN.1.8,9 
 
 
Certificate ::= SEQUENCE {  

tbsCertificate   TBSCertificate,  
signatureAlgorithm  AlgorithmIdentifier,  
signatureValue  BIT STRING  

}  

 
Here the value tbsCertificate contains the information relating to the entity being certified 
which is signed by the CA. The syntax TBSCertificate is described in more detail in 
Section 3.1.1.  
 

                                                 
8 Note that PER is used elsewhere in the ATN. It is not clear however whether many PKI toolkits allow 
PER to be used. If PER is not widely available in PKI toolkits, DER should be used to encode certificates 
instead. 
9 Note that when using unaligned PER in a security context, care must be taken to ensure that the encoding 
is ‘canonical enough’ to support security. This will require ongoing monitoring as the ATN PKI is 
developed and expanded. 
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The value signatureAlgorithm indicates which algorithm the CA uses to sign certificates. 
The syntax AlgorithmIdentifier is defined as: 
 
AlgorithmIdentifier ::= SEQUENCE {  

algorithm   OBJECT IDENTIFIER,  
parameters   ANY DEFINED BY algorithm OPTIONAL  

}  

When used in signatureAlgorithm, the syntax AlgorithmIdentifier is used to contain an 
indication algorithm of the algorithm being used by the CA as well as an indication 
parameters of any associated parameters being used. In the ATN all CAs will sign 
certificates using ECDSA [1] which, following [1,4] is indicated by assigning to 
algorithm the value ecdsa-with-SHA1 and assigning to parameters the value NULL. The 
OID ecdsa-with-SHA1 is defined as: 
 
ecdsa-with-SHA1 OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-ecSigType 1 } 

where: 
 
id-ecSigType OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { ansi-X9-62 signatures(4) } 

and: 
 
ansi-X9-62 OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { iso(1) member-body(2) us(840) 10045 } 

The value signatureValue contains the actual signature of the CA on tbsCertificate. When, 
as here, signatureAlgorithm indicates that the CA is signing the certificate with ECDSA, 
then following [1,4] signatureValue should contain an encoding of ECDSA-Sig-Value 
containing the ECDSA signature consisting of two integers r and s. 
 
ECDSA-Sig-Value ::= SEQUENCE { 

r INTEGER, 
s INTEGER  

} 

 
3.1.1 The To Be Signed Certificate 
 
The syntax TBSCertificate which is used to convey the information about the entity being 
certified that is actually signed by the CA is specified below. 
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TBSCertificate ::= SEQUENCE {  
version [0]   EXPLICIT Version DEFAULT v1,  
serialNumber   CertificateSerialNumber,  
signature   AlgorithmIdentifier,  
issuer    Name,  
validity   Validity,  
subject   Name,  
subjectPublicKeyInfo  SubjectPublicKeyInfo,  
issuerUniqueID  [1] IMPLICIT UniqueIdentifier OPTIONAL,  
subjectUniqueID  [2] IMPLICIT UniqueIdentifier OPTIONAL, 
extensions   [3] EXPLICIT Extensions OPTIONAL   

}  

 
The value version indicates the version number of X.509 certificate format being used. 
All ATN certificates should be version 3 certificates (indicated by the integer 2). 
 
Version ::= INTEGER { v1(0), v2(1), v3(2) } 

The value serialNumber contains the serial number assigned to the certificate by the CA. 
The serial number is used to identify the certificate in, for example, the CRLs issued by 
the CA. 
 
CertificateSerialNumber ::= INTEGER  

The value signature repeats the information contained in signatureAlgorithm about which 
algorithm the CA is using to sign certificates. 
 
The value issuer contains the X.501 distinguished name [9] of the CA issuing the 
certificate. Note that PKIX mandates that this field is not empty – that is why Section 2 
stipulates that CA must be identified by a distinguished name as well as an AE-title. The 
syntax for distinguished names is: 
 
Name ::= CHOICE {  

RDNSequence  
}  

RDNSequence ::= SEQUENCE OF RelativeDistinguishedName  

RelativeDistinguishedName ::= SET OF AttributeTypeAndValue  

AttributeTypeAndValue ::= SEQUENCE {  
type    AttributeType,  
value    AttributeValue  

}  

AttributeType ::= OBJECT IDENTIFIER  

AttributeValue ::= ANY DEFINED BY AttributeType  

 
The value validity contains information about the validity period of the certificate – 
specifically when the certificate becomes valid and when the certificate expires. All ATN 
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certificates should represent times using the generalized time type GeneralizedTime with 
a four digit year field. 
  
Validity ::= SEQUENCE {  

notBefore   Time,  
notAfter   Time  

}  

Time ::= CHOICE {  
utcTime   UTCTime,  
generalTime   GeneralizedTime  

}  

 
The value subject contains the X.501 distinguished name of the entity to whom the 
certificate is being issued. In ATN certificates, subject should contain the X.501 name of 
the subject when the subject is itself a CA or an AMHS entity using a distinguished name 
rather than an X.400 name, and it should be empty otherwise – i.e. when the subject is 
another ground application entity, a ground router, an aircraft CMA entity, or an aircraft 
router. This complies with the guidelines in [3] that subject may not be empty when 
certifying a CA. 
 
The value subjectPublicKeyInfo contains information about the public key of the entity 
being certified. The type SubjectPublicKeyInfo is defined as: 
 
SubjectPublicKeyInfo ::= SEQUENCE {  

algorithm   AlgorithmIdentifier,  
subjectPublicKey  BIT STRING  

} 

 
Thus subjectPublicKeyInfo contains an OID indicating which algorithm type the public 
key is, any parameters associated with the key, and the key itself. All ATN entities use 
elliptic curve algorithms, so following [1,4] the OID shall be id-ecPublicKey: 
 
id-ecPublicKey OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-publicKeyType 1 } 

id-publicKeyType OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { ansi-X9-62 keyType(2) }  

 
In general elliptic curve domain parameters may be represented in several different ways 
as described in [1,4]. Initially all ATN entities shall use the ATN default elliptic curve 
domain parameters sect233r1 (for CAs) or sect163r1 (for other entities) and shall 
represent these parameters in subjectPublicKeyInfo using the OIDs assigned to them in 
[2,12]: 
 
sect163r2 OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { ellipticCurve 15 } 

sect233r1 OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { ellipticCurve 27 } 

ellipticCurve OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {  certicom-arc   curve(0) } 
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certicom-arc OBJECT IDENTIFER ::= { 
iso(1) identified-organization(3) certicom(132) 

} 

 
Elliptic curve public keys shall then be represented in subjectPublicKeyInfo in the 
subjectPublicKey component of subjectPublicKeyInfo which shall contain an encoding of 
the subject’s public key represented using the type ECPoint. 
 
ECPoint ::= OCTET STRING 

 
The values issuerUniqueID and subjectUniqueID in general may contain additional unique 
identifiers for the issuer and subject of the certificate. In ATN certificates these fields 
shall be omitted. (Additional unique identifiers for the issuer and subject of the certificate 
shall instead be placed in the more flexible subject alternative name and issuer alternative 
name extensions.) 
 
The value extensions contains additional useful information. It may contain a variety of 
different types of information – each identified by an OID specifying what type of 
information follows, a criticality flag for the extension, and the information contained in 
the extension. The type Extensions is specified as follows.  
  

Extensions ::= SEQUENCE SIZE (1..MAX) OF Extension  

Extension ::= SEQUENCE {  
extnID    OBJECT IDENTIFIER,  
critical    BOOLEAN DEFAULT FALSE,  
extnValue   OCTET STRING  

}  

 
Section 3.1.2 describes the extensions that shall be used in ATN certificates. 
 

3.1.2 Certificate Extensions 
 
Many different extensions may be placed in PKIX certificates. Only four of these 
extensions shall be used initially in ATN certificates – the authority key identifier 
extension, the key usage extension, the subject alternative name extension, and the issuer 
alternative name extension. These extensions shall appear in all ATN certificates and 
shall appear in the order of authority key identifier, followed by key usage, followed by 
subject alternative name, followed by issuer alternative name.10 
 
The authority key identifier extension helps identify which key the issuer used to sign the 
certificate. This extension is especially useful during events like CA key rollover. It is 
identified by the OID id-ce-authorityKeyIdentifier. 
                                                 
10 Note – is it necessary to add any other extensions? The number of extensions used in ATN certificates 
should be kept to a minimum but it may be necessary to include one or two additional extensions. 
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id-ce-authorityKeyIdentifier OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-ce 35 } 

id-ce OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {joint-iso-ccitt(2) ds(5) 29} 

 
The authority key identifier extension shall not be marked critical in ATN certificates. 
Information in the authority key identifier extension is then a value of the type 
AuthorityKeyIdentifier. 
 
AuthorityKeyIdentifier ::= SEQUENCE { 

keyIdentifier   [0] KeyIdentifier  OPTIONAL, 
authorityCertIssuer  [1] GeneralNames  OPTIONAL, 
authorityCertSerialNumber  [2] CertificateSerialNumber  OPTIONAL 

} 

 
In ATN certificates, the value of AuthorityKeyIdentifier shall contain a value of type 
KeyIdentifier. 
 
KeyIdentifier ::= OCTET STRING 

 
In ATN certificates, the value of keyIdentifier shall be composed of a four bit type field 
with the value 0100 followed by the least significant 60 bits of the SHA-1 hash of the 
value of the BIT STRING subjectPublicKey of the certificate issuer. 
 
The key usage extension indicates what the certified key is going to be used for. It is 
identified by the OID id-ce-keyUsage. 
 
id-ce-keyUsage OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-ce 15 }  

 
The key usage extension shall be marked critical in all ATN certificates. Information in 
the key usage extension is then a value of the type KeyUsage. 
  
KeyUsage ::= BIT STRING {  

digitalSignature (0),  
nonRepudiation (1),  
keyEncipherment (2),  
dataEncipherment (3),  
keyAgreement (4),  
keyCertSign (5),  
cRLSign (6),  
encipherOnly (7),  
decipherOnly (8)  

}  

 
Depending on the situation, KeyUsage in ATN certificates will take on one of the values 
digitalSignature, keyAgreement, or keyCertSign. 
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The subject alternative name extension contains an alternative name for the subject of the 
certificate. It is identified by the OID id-ce-subjectAltName. 
 
id-ce-subjectAltName OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-ce 17 }  

 
The subject alternative name extension shall be marked critical in all ATN certificates. 
Information in the subject alternative name extension is then a value of type 
SubjectAltName. 
 
SubjectAltName ::= GeneralNames  

GeneralNames ::= SEQUENCE SIZE (1..MAX) OF GeneralName  

GeneralName ::= CHOICE {  
otherName   [0] OtherName,  
rfc822Name   [1] IA5String,  
dNSName   [2] IA5String,  
x400Address   [3] ORAddress,  
directoryName  [4] Name,  
ediPartyName   [5] EDIPartyName,  
uniformResourceIdentifier [6] IA5String,  
iPAddress   [7] OCTET STRING,  
registeredID   [8] OBJECT IDENTIFIER 

} 

OtherName ::= SEQUENCE {  
type-id    OBJECT IDENTIFIER,  
value    [0] EXPLICIT ANY DEFINED BY type-id  

}  

 
Each ATN certificate shall contain a single alternative name in the subject alternative 
name extension. Depending on the entity type of the subject, this name will either be the 
entity’s AE-title, or the entity’s X.400 address, or the entity’s NSAP.  
 
When the extension contains an entity’s AE-title, this shall be placed in the extension as 
the value of registeredID. 
 
When the extension contains an entity’s X.400 address, this shall be placed in the 
extension as a value of x400address. 
 
When the extension contains an entity’s NSAP, this shall be encoded as the value of 
otherName. Specifically in this instance, ICAO shall assign an OID to identify NSAPs in 
certificates and this OID shall be placed in the type-id field, and ICAO shall specify 
syntax for representing NSAPs and the entity’s NSAP encoded using this syntax shall be 
placed in the value field. 
 
The issuer alternative name extension contains an alternative name for the issuer of the 
certificate. It is identified by the OID id-ce-issuerAltName. 
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id-ce-issuerAltName OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-ce 18 }  

 
The issuer alternative name extension shall be marked critical in all ATN certificates.11 
 
Information in the issuer alternative name extension is then a value of type 
IssuerAltName. 
 
IssuerAltName ::= GeneralNames 

Each ATN certificate shall contain a single alternative name in the issuer alternative 
name extension. This name will be the issuer’s AE-title – encoded as a registeredID using 
the same technique as the one employed in the subject alternative name field.   
 
3.2 Using The General Certificate Format 
 
This section completes the specification of what information shall be placed in the ATN 
certificates of each type of ATN entity. 
 
3.2.1 Certificates issued to State CAs by other State CAs 
 
Certificates issued to State CAs by other State CAs shall contain the following 
information: 
 
• The issuer field shall contain the distinguished name of the issuing State CA. 
• The subject field shall contain the distinguished name of the subject State CA. 
• The parameters field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall initially contain the OID for the 

default CA strength elliptic curve domain parameters sect233r1. 
• The subjectPublicKey field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall contain the certificate 

signing key of the subject State CA (which is a point on the curve defined by the 
parameters sect233r1). 

• The key usage extension shall contain the value keyCertSign. 
• The subject alternative name extension shall contain the subject State CA’s AE-title. 
• The issuer alternative name extension shall contain the issuer State CA’s AE-title. 
 
3.2.2 Certificates issued to AOE CAs by State CAs 
 
Certificates issued to AOE CAs by State CAs shall contain the following information: 
 
• The issuer field shall contain the distinguished name of the issuing State CA. 
• The subject field shall contain the distinguished name of the subject AOE CA. 
• The parameters field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall initially contain the OID for the 

default CA strength elliptic curve domain parameters sect233r1. 

                                                 
11 This appears desirable even though PKIX recommends that this extension should not be marked critical 
because of the nature of the compression method described in Section 4 which is used to convey certificates 
to aircraft over RF channels. 
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• The subjectPublicKey field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall contain the certificate 
signing key of the subject AOE CA (which is a point on the curve defined by the 
parameters sect233r1). 

• The key usage extension shall contain the value keyCertSign. 
• The subject alternative name extension shall contain the subject AOE CA’s AE-title. 
• The issuer alternative name extension shall contain the issuer State CA’s AE-title. 
 
3.2.3 Certificates issued to ground CMA entities by State CAs 
 
Certificates issued to ground CMA entities for their signing keys by State CAs shall 
contain the following information: 
 
• The issuer field shall contain the distinguished name of the issuing State CA. 
• The subject field shall be empty. 
• The parameters field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall initially contain the OID for the 

default regular strength elliptic curve domain parameters sect163r2. 
• The subjectPublicKey field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall contain the signing key of 

the ground CMA entity (which is a point on the curve defined by the parameters 
sect163r2). 

• The key usage extension shall contain the value digitalSignature. 
• The subject alternative name extension shall contain the subject ground CMA entity’s 

AE-title. 
• The issuer alternative name extension shall contain the issuer State CA’s AE-title. 
 
Certificates issued to ground CMA entities for their key agreement keys by State CAs 
shall contain the following information: 
 
• The issuer field shall contain the distinguished name of the issuing State CA. 
• The subject field shall be empty. 
• The parameters field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall initially contain the OID for the 

default regular strength elliptic curve domain parameters sect163r2. 
• The subjectPublicKey field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall contain the key agreement 

key of the ground CMA entity (which is a point on the curve defined by the 
parameters sect163r2). 

• The key usage extension shall contain the value keyAgreement. 
• The subject alternative name extension shall contain the subject ground CMA entity’s 

AE-title. 
• The issuer alternative name extension shall contain the issuer State CA’s AE-title. 
 
3.2.4 Certificates issued to ground AMHS entities by State CAs 
 
Certificates issued to ground AMHS entities for their signing keys by State CAs shall 
contain the following information: 
 
• The issuer field shall contain the distinguished name of the issuing State CA. 
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• The subject field shall either contain the distinguished name of the AMHS entity or it 
shall be empty. 

• The parameters field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall initially contain the OID for the 
default regular strength elliptic curve domain parameters sect163r2. 

• The subjectPublicKey field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall contain the signing key of 
the ground application entity (which is a point on the curve defined by the parameters 
sect163r2). 

• The key usage extension shall contain the value digitalSignature. 
• The subject alternative name extension shall either contain the subject AMHS entity’s 

X.400 address or it shall be empty. At least one of the subject field and the subject 
alternative name field shall be non-empty. 

• The issuer alternative name extension shall contain the issuer State CA’s AE-title. 
 
3.2.5 Certificates issued to other ground application entities by State CAs 
 
Certificates issued to other ground application entities for their signing keys by State CAs 
shall contain the following information: 
 
• The issuer field shall contain the distinguished name of the issuing State CA. 
• The subject field shall be empty. 
• The parameters field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall initially contain the OID for the 

default regular strength elliptic curve domain parameters sect163r2. 
• The subjectPublicKey field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall contain the signing key of 

the ground application entity (which is a point on the curve defined by the parameters 
sect163r2). 

• The key usage extension shall contain the value digitalSignature. 
• The subject alternative name extension shall contain the subject ground application 

entity’s AE-title. 
• The issuer alternative name extension shall contain the issuer State CA’s AE-title. 
 
Certificates issued to other ground application entities for their key agreement keys by 
State CAs shall contain the following information: 
 
• The issuer field shall contain the distinguished name of the issuing State CA. 
• The subject field shall be empty. 
• The parameters field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall initially contain the OID for the 

default regular strength elliptic curve domain parameters sect163r2. 
• The subjectPublicKey field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall contain the key agreement 

key of the ground application entity (which is a point on the curve defined by the 
parameters sect163r2). 

• The key usage extension shall contain the value keyAgreement. 
• The subject alternative name extension shall contain the subject ground application 

entity’s AE-title. 
• The issuer alternative name extension shall contain the issuer State CA’s AE-title. 
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3.2.6 Certificates issued to ground routers by State CAs 
 
Certificates issued to ground routers for their key agreement keys by State CAs shall 
contain the following information: 
 
• The issuer field shall contain the distinguished name of the issuing State CA. 
• The subject field shall be empty. 
• The parameters field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall initially contain the OID for the 

default regular strength elliptic curve domain parameters sect163r2. 
• The subjectPublicKey field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall contain the key agreement 

key of the ground router (which is a point on the curve defined by the parameters 
sect163r2). 

• The key usage extension shall contain the value keyAgreement. 
• The subject alternative name extension shall contain the subject ground router’s 

NSAP. 
• The issuer alternative name extension shall contain the issuer State CA’s AE-title. 
 
3.2.7 Certificates issued to aircraft CMA entities by AOE CAs 
 
Certificates issued to aircraft CMA entities for their signing keys by AOE CAs shall 
contain the following information: 
 
• The issuer field shall contain the distinguished name of the issuing AOE CA. 
• The subject field shall be empty. 
• The parameters field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall initially contain the OID for the 

default regular strength elliptic curve domain parameters sect163r2. 
• The subjectPublicKey field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall contain the signing key of 

the aircraft CMA entity (which is a point on the curve defined by the parameters 
sect163r2). 

• The key usage extension shall contain the value digitalSignature. 
• The subject alternative name extension shall contain the subject aircraft CMA entity’s 

AE-title. 
• The issuer alternative name extension shall contain the issuer AOE CA’s AE-title. 
 
Certificates issued to aircraft CMA entities for their key agreement keys by AOE CAs 
shall contain the following information: 
 
• The issuer field shall contain the distinguished name of the issuing AOE CA. 
• The subject field shall be empty. 
• The parameters field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall initially contain the OID for the 

default regular strength elliptic curve domain parameters sect163r2. 
• The subjectPublicKey field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall contain the key agreement 

key of the aircraft CMA entity (which is a point on the curve defined by the 
parameters sect163r2). 

• The key usage extension shall contain the value keyAgreement. 
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• The subject alternative name extension shall contain the subject aircraft CMA entity’s 
AE-title. 

• The issuer alternative name extension shall contain the issuer AOE CA’s AE-title. 
 
3.2.8 Certificates issued to aircraft routers by AOE CAs 
 
Certificates issued to aircraft routers for their key agreement keys by AOE CAs shall 
contain the following information: 
 
• The issuer field shall contain the distinguished name of the issuing AOE CA. 
• The subject field shall be empty. 
• The parameters field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall initially contain the OID for the 

default regular strength elliptic curve domain parameters sect163r2. 
• The subjectPublicKey field of subjectPublicKeyInfo shall contain the key agreement 

key of the aircraft router (which is a point on the curve defined by the parameters 
sect163r2). 

• The key usage extension shall contain the value keyAgreement. 
• The subject alternative name extension shall contain the subject aircraft router’s 

NSAP. 
• The issuer alternative name extension shall contain the issuer AOE CA’s AE-title. 
 
3.3 General ATN PKI CRL Format 
 
The general CRL format used for ATN PKI CRLs is based on the popular PKIX profile 
[3] of  the X.509 CRL format [5,10]. Various additional constraints are placed on the 
PKIX format when it is used in the ATN to enable the effective operation of the ATN. 
For example the set of extensions is restricted. See [3] for more details on the discussion 
below. 
 
All CRLs in the ATN will be an encoding of the following syntax using the canonical 
form of the Packed Encoding Rules (PER) for ASN.1. 
 
CertificateList ::= SEQUENCE {  

tbsCertList   TBSCertList,  
signatureAlgorithm  AlgorithmIdentifier,  
signatureValue  BIT STRING  

}  

 
Here the value tbsCertList contains the list of revoked certificates and other relevant 
information which is signed by the CA. The syntax TBSCertList is described in more 
detail later in this section.  
 
As with certificates, the signatureAlgorithm value contains an indication of which 
algorithm the CA is using to sign CRLs. In the ATN, this value shall contain the 
algorithm ecdsa-with-SHA1 and NULL parameters. 
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Again as with certificates, the signatureValue field contains the CA’s signature on the 
value tbsCertList. In the ATN, this value shall contain the CA’s signature encoded using 
the type ECDSA-Sig-Value. 
 
The type TBSCertList is specified as follows.   
 
TBSCertList ::= SEQUENCE {  

version   Version OPTIONAL,  
signature   AlgorithmIdentifier,  
issuer    Name,  
thisUpdate   Time,  
nextUpdate   Time OPTIONAL,  
revokedCertificates  SEQUENCE OF SEQUENCE {  
 userCertificate  CertificateSerialNumber,  
 revocationDate  Time,  
 crlEntryExtensions  Extensions OPTIONAL  
} OPTIONAL,  
crlExtensions   [0] EXPLICIT Extensions OPTIONAL  

}  

 
The value version indicates the version number of X.509 CRL format being issued. All 
ATN CRLs should be version 2 certificates (indicated by the integer 1). 
 
The value signature repeats the information contained in signatureAlgorithm about which 
algorithm the CA is using to sign CRLs. 
 
The value issuer contains the X.501 distinguished name [9] of the CA issuing the CRL. 
 
The value thisUpdate contains the time when the CRL was issued. All ATN CRLs should 
represent this value using the generalized time type GeneralizedTime with a four digit 
year field. 
 
The value nextUpdate contains the time when the next CRL will be issued. All ATN 
CRLs should include this optional value. All ATN certificates should represent this value 
using the generalized time type GeneralizedTime with a four digit year field. 
 
The value revokedCertificates contains information about the certificates that have been 
revoked. In ATN CRLs each component of this sequence should contain only the 
certificate serial number of the revoked certificate and the revocationDate (using the type 
GeneralizedTime with four digit years). The optional field crlEntryExtensions, which can 
be used to convey information such as the reason for revocation, should not be present in 
ATN CRLs. 
 
The optional field crlExtensions may be used to contain additional information about the 
CRL such as the issuer’s alternative name and the CRL number. ATN CRLs shall place a 
two CRL extensions in this field – the authority key identifier extension and the issuer 
alternative number extension. The authority key identifier extension shall contain an 
indication of which key the CA used to sign the CRL, encoded just like the certificate 
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authority key identifier extension described in Section 3.1. The issuer alternative name 
extension shall contain the AE-title of the issuing CA, encoded just like the certificate 
issuer alternative name extension described in Section 3.1.12 
 
4 ATN PKI Certificate and CRL Delivery 
 
This section identifies the situations in the operation of the ATN when certificates and 
CRLs may need to be delivered to ATN entities and how the certificates and CRLs will 
be delivered in these situations. 
 
4.1 Delivery to ground CMA entities during air-ground CMA logon 
 
During CMA logon with an aircraft, ground CMA entities need to obtain a number of 
certificates – the certificate and corresponding CRL issued by the ground CMA entity’s 
State CA to the aircraft’s State CA (if the ground CMA entity and aircraft have different 
State CAs), the certificate and corresponding CRL issued by the aircraft’s State CA to the 
aircraft’s AOE CA, the certificates and corresponding CRL issued by the aircraft’s AOE 
CA to the aircraft CMA entity, and the certificates and corresponding CRL issued by the 
ground CMA’s State CA to the requested ground application entities. These certificates 
and CRLs will be delivered to the ground CMA entity by the ground CMA entity’s State 
certificate and CRL delivery service. Note that the certificates may be cached by the 
ground CMA entity for the duration of their validity periods and the CRLs may be cached 
by the ground CMA entity until the next CRLs are issued. 
 
4.2 Delivery to ground CMA entities during air-ground initial CMA update 
 
During initial CMA update with an aircraft, ground CMA entities need to obtain a 
number of certificates – the certificate and corresponding CRL issued by the ground 
CMA entity’s State CA to the aircraft’s State CA (if the ground CMA entity and aircraft 
have different State CAs), the certificate and corresponding CRL issued by the aircraft’s 
State CA to the aircraft’s AOE CA, the key agreement certificate and corresponding CRL 
issued by the aircraft’s AOE CA to the aircraft CMA entity, and the certificates and 
corresponding CRL issued by the ground CMA’s State CA to the requested ground 
application entities. These certificates and CRLs will be delivered to the ground CMA 
entity by the ground CMA entity’s State certificate and CRL delivery service. Note that 
the certificates may be cached by the ground CMA entity for the duration of their validity 
periods and the CRLs may be cached by the ground CMA entity until the next CRLs are 
issued. 
 
4.3 Delivery to ground CMA entities during ground-ground communications 
 
During ground-ground communications (such as ground-ground CM-forward), ground 
CMA entities may need to obtain a number of certificates – the certificate and 
corresponding CRL issued by the ground CMA entity’s State CA to its communication 
                                                 
12 Do we need to add any other extensions? For simplicity the number of extensions used in ATN CRLs 
should be kept to a minimum but it may be necessary to include one or two additional extensions. 
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partner’s State CA (if the ground CMA entity and its communication partner have 
different State CAs), and the signing certificate and corresponding CRL issued by its 
communication partner’s State CA to its communication partner. These certificates and 
CRLs will be delivered to the ground CMA entity by the ground CMA entity’s State 
certificate and CRL delivery service. Note that the certificates may be cached by the 
ground CMA entity for the duration of their validity periods and the CRLs may be cached 
by the ground CMA entity until the next CRLs are issued. 
 
4.4 Delivery to ground AMHS entities during AMHS communications 
 
During AMHS communications, AMHS entities may need to obtain a number of 
certificates and CRLs - the certificate and corresponding CRL issued by the AMHS 
entity’s State CA to it communication partner’s State CA (if the communicating entities 
have different State CAs), and the certificate and corresponding CRL issued by it 
partner’s State CA to its communication partner AMHS entity. These certificates and 
CRLs may be delivered to the AMHS entity by the AMHS entity’s State certificate and 
CRL delivery service or some or all of them may be forwarded to the AMHS entity by its 
communication partner in an AMHS message. Note that the certificates may be cached 
by the AMHS entity for the duration of their validity periods and the CRLs may be 
cached by the AMHS entity until the next CRLs are issued. 
 
4.5 Delivery to other ground application entities during air-ground application 

communications 
 
During air-ground application communications, other ground applications entities need to 
obtain a number of certificates and CRLs - the certificate and corresponding CRL issued 
by the ground application entity’s State CA to the aircraft’s State CA (if the ground 
application entity and aircraft have different State CAs), and the certificate and 
corresponding CRL issued by the aircraft’s State CA to the aircraft’s AOE CA, the 
certificates and corresponding CRL issued by the aircraft’s AOE CA to the aircraft CMA 
entity. These certificates and CRLs will be delivered to the ground application entity by 
the ground application entity’s State certificate and CRL delivery service. Note that the 
certificates may be cached by the ground application entity for the duration of their 
validity periods and the CRLs may be cached by the ground application entity until the 
next CRLs are issued. 
 
4.6 Delivery to other ground application entities during ground-ground 

application communications 
 
During ground-ground communications (such as ground-ground CPDLC-forward), other 
ground application entities may need to obtain a number of certificates – the certificate 
and corresponding CRL issued by the ground application entity’s State CA to its 
communication partner’s State CA (if the ground application entity and its 
communication partner have different State CAs), and the signing certificate and 
corresponding CRL issued by its communication partner’s State CA to its communication 
partner. These certificates and CRLs will be delivered to the ground application entity by 
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the ground application entity’s State certificate and CRL delivery service. Note that the 
certificates may be cached by the ground application entity for the duration of their 
validity periods and the CRLs may be cached by the ground application entity until the 
next CRLs are issued. 
 
4.7 Delivery to ground routers communicating with aircraft routers during 

IDRP 
 
During IDRP communications with an aircraft router, ground routers need to obtain a 
number of certificates and CRLs - the certificate and corresponding CRL issued by the 
ground router’s State CA to the aircraft’s State CA (if the ground application entity and 
aircraft have different State CAs), the certificate and corresponding CRL issued by the 
aircraft’s State CA to the aircraft’s AOE CA, and the certificates and corresponding CRL 
issued by the aircraft’s AOE CA to the aircraft router. These certificates and CRLs will 
be delivered to the ground router by the ground router’s State certificate and CRL 
delivery service. Note that the certificates may be cached by the ground router for the 
duration of their validity periods and the CRLs may be cached by the ground router until 
the next CRLs are issued. 
 
4.8 Delivery to ground routers communicating with other ground routers during 

IDRP 
 
During IDRP communications with another ground router, ground routers need to obtain 
a number of certificates and CRLs - the certificate and corresponding CRL issued by the 
ground router’s State CA to the other ground router’s State CA (if the ground routers 
have different State CAs), and the certificate and corresponding CRL issued by the other 
ground router’s State CA to the other ground router. These certificates and CRLs will be 
delivered to the ground router by the ground router’s State certificate and CRL delivery 
service. Note that the certificates may be cached by the ground router for the duration of 
their validity periods and the CRLs may be cached by the ground router until the next 
CRLs are issued. 
 
4.9 Delivery to aircraft CMA entities during CMA Logon 
 
During CMA logon with a ground CMA entity, aircraft CMA entities need to obtain the 
key agreement key of the ground CMA entity. This may be achieved in two ways – either 
the ground CMA entity will deliver appropriate certificates to the aircraft CMA entity, or 
the aircraft CMA entity will pre-store the ground CMA entity’s key agreement key. 
 
If certificates are delivered to the aircraft CMA entity by the ground CMA entity, the 
ground CMA entity will need to send the aircraft CMA entity one or two certificates – the 
certificate issued by the aircraft’s State CA to the ground CMA entity’s State CA (if the 
aircraft and the ground CMA entity have different State CAs), and the key agreement key 
certificate issued by the ground CMA entity’s State CA to the ground CMA entity. The 
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ground CMA entity may compress these certificates as described below in order to save 
bandwidth. (This is necessary because X.509 certificates may be quite large.)13 
 
Instead of sending the certificate issued by the aircraft’s State CA to the ground CMA 
entity’s State CA to the aircraft, the ground CMA may send a choice of the full certificate 
or the compressed certificate specified below. 
 
CompressedATNStateCertificate ::= SEQUENCE { 

serialNumber  CertificateSerialNumber, 
validity   Validity, 
subjectPublicKey BIT STRING, 
subjectAETitle  OBJECT IDENTIFIER,14 
issuerAETitle   OBJECT IDENTIFIER, 
signatureValue  BIT STRING 

} 

 
The compressed certificate may only be sent when the full certificate contains the default 
options described in Section 2 like the default CA strength elliptic curve domain 
parameters. In this instance, the fields in the compressed certificate will contain the 
values contained in the corresponding fields in the full certificate, and the aircraft CMA 
can recover the full certificate from the compressed certificate and values stored on the 
aircraft. After recovering the full certificate from the compressed certificate, the aircraft 
CMA entity can validate the full certificate. 
 
Similarly instead of sending the key agreement key certificate issued by the ground CMA 
entity’s State CA to the ground CMA entity to the aircraft, the ground CMA may send a 
choice of the full certificate or the compressed certificate specified below. 
 
CompressedATNGroundCMACertificate ::= SEQUENCE { 

serialNumber  CertificateSerialNumber, 
validity   Validity, 
subjectPublicKey BIT STRING, 
keyUsage  BIT STRING, 
subjectAETitle  OBJECT IDENTIFIER, 
issuerAETitle   OBJECT IDENTIFIER, 
signatureValue  BIT STRING 

} 

 
Again the compressed certificate may only be sent when the full certificate contains the 
default options described in Section 2 like the default regular strength elliptic curve 
domain parameters. In this instance, the fields in the compressed certificate will contain 
the values contained in the corresponding fields in the full certificate, and the aircraft 
CMA can recover the full certificate from the compressed certificate and values stored on 

                                                 
13 Note that the ground CMA does not send CRLs up to the aircraft. Instead the revocation issue is 
mitigated by the use of short-lived certificates. 
14 Do we want to save bandwdth and define a compressed form of the AE-title? If so what form should it 
take? (This probably depends on the AE-title format selected for CAs.) 
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the aircraft. After recovering the full certificate from the compressed certificate, the 
aircraft CMA entity can validate the full certificate. 
 
Note that the option involving the ground CMA entity sending certificates to the aircraft 
is preferred over the option involving the aircraft prestoring ground CMA entities’ public 
keys because the former requires less information to be stored on the aircraft and deals 
with revocation more flexibly. 
 
4.10 Delivery to aircraft CMA entities during initial CMA update 
 
During initial CMA update with a ground CMA entity, aircraft CMA entities need to 
obtain the key agreement key and the signing key of the ground CMA entity. This may be 
achieved in two ways – either the ground CMA entity will deliver appropriate certificates 
to the aircraft CMA entity, or the aircraft CMA entity will pre-store the ground CMA 
entity’s key agreement key and signing key. 
 
If certificates are delivered to the aircraft CMA entity by the ground CMA entity, the 
ground CMA entity will need to send the aircraft CMA entity two or three certificates – 
the certificate issued by the aircraft’s State CA to the ground CMA entity’s State CA (if 
the aircraft and the ground CMA entity have different State CAs), the key agreement key 
certificate issued by the ground CMA entity’s State CA to the ground CMA entity, and 
the signing key certificate issued by the ground CMA entity’s State CA to the ground 
CMA entity. The ground CMA entity may compress these certificates as described in 
Section 4.9 in order to save bandwidth. (This is necessary because X.509 certificates may 
be quite large.)15 
 
4.11 Delivery to Aircraft Routers during IDRP 
 
During IDRP communications with a ground router, an aircraft router and the ground 
router may negotiate the option involving authentication of the ground router to the 
aircraft router. In this event the ground router will need to send one or two certificates to 
the aircraft router - the certificate issued by the aircraft’s State CA to the ground router’s 
State CA (if the aircraft and the ground router have different State CAs), and certificate 
issued by the ground CMA entity’s State CA to the ground CMA entity. The ground 
CMA entity may compress these certificates as described below in order to save 
bandwidth. (This is necessary because X.509 certificates may be quite large.)16 
 
Again these certificates may be compressed before being sent over RF channels. The 
certificate issued to the ground router’s State CA may be compressed using the syntax 
CompressedATNStateCACertificate described in Section 4.5. The certificate issued to the 
ground router may be compressed using the following syntax. 
 

                                                 
15 Note that as before the ground CMA does not send CRLs up to the aircraft. Instead the revocation issue 
is mitigated by the use of short-lived certificates. 
16 Note that the ground router does not send CRLs up to the aircraft. Instead the revocation issue is 
mitigated by the use of short-lived certificates. 
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CompressedATNGroundRouterCertificate ::= SEQUENCE { 
serialNumber  CertificateSerialNumber, 
validity   Validity, 
subjectPublicKey BIT STRING, 
subjectNSAP  NSAP, 
issuerAETitle   OBJECT IDENTIFIER, 
signatureValue  BIT STRING 

} 

 
5 ATN PKI Certificate and CRL Validation 
 
This section specifies how ATN entities should validate ATN certificates and CRLs. 
Additional information on the validation of certificates and CRLs can be found in [3]. 
 
5.1 Validating Certificates Issued to State CAs 
 
When an ATN entity validates a certificate issued to a State CA, the ATN entity should 
perform, at a minimum, the following checks: 
 
• The ATN entity should retrieve an authentic copy of the issuing State CA’s public 

key. 
• The ATN entity should check that that the certificate is an X.509 certificate with the 

authority key identifier, key usage, subject alternative name, and issuer alternative 
name extensions present, and should check that the subject alternative name and 
issuer alternative name extensions each contain a single name. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is signed using ECDSA by 
examining the signatureAlgorithm and signature fields of the certificate. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is a version 3 certificate by 
examining the version field of the certificate. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate was issued by the appropriate CA 
by examining the issuer field and the issuer alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is fresh by examining the validity 
field. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate was issued to the appropriate CA by 
examining the subject field and the subject alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate contains an elliptic curve public key 
associated with the parameters sect233r1 by examining the subjectPublicKeyInfo 
field. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate certifies a certificate signing key by 
examining the key usage extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is valid by verifying the signature 
contained in the signatureValue field using the issuing State CA’s public key. 

 
In addition, the ATN entity may check that the certificate has not been revoked by 
performing the following checks: 
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• The ATN entity may retrieve the most recent CRL  issued by the issuing State CA. 
• The ATN entity may check that the CRL is an X.509 CRL with the nextUpdate field 

present, the issuer alternative name CRL extension present, and a single name in the 
issuer alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity may check that the CRL is signed using ECDSA by examining the 
signatureAlgorithm and signature fields of the CRL. 

• The ATN entity may check that the CRL is a version 2 CRL by examining the 
version field of the CRL. 

• The ATN entity may check that the CRL was issued by the appropriate CA by 
examining the issuer field and the issuer alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity may check that the CRL is fresh by examining the thisUpdate field 
and the nextUpdate field. 

• The ATN entity may check that the State CA’s certificate is not revoked by checking 
that the certificate’s serial number does not appear in the list of revoked cerificates’ 
serial numbers in the revokedCertificates field. 

• The ATN entity may check that the CRL is valid by verifying the signature in the 
signatureValue field using the issuing State CA’s public key. 

 
5.2 Validating Certificates Issued to AOE CAs 
 
When an ATN entity validates a certificate issued to an AOE CA, the ATN entity should 
perform, at a minimum, the following checks: 
 
• The ATN entity should retrieve an authentic copy of the issuing State CA’s public 

key. 
• The ATN entity should check that that the certificate is an X.509 certificate with the 

authority key identifier, key usage, subject alternative name, and issuer alternative 
name extensions present, and should check that the subject alternative name and 
issuer alternative name extensions each contain a single name. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is signed using ECDSA by 
examining the signatureAlgorithm and signature fields of the certificate. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is a version 3 certificate by 
examining the version field of the certificate. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate was issued by the appropriate CA 
by examining the issuer field and the issuer alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is fresh by examining the validity 
field. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate was issued to the appropriate CA by 
examining the subject field and the subject alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate contains an elliptic curve public key 
corresponding to the parameters sect233r1 by examining the subjectPublicKeyInfo 
field. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate certifies a certificate signing key by 
examining the key usage extension. 
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• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is valid by verifying the signature 
contained in the signatureValue field using the issuing State CA’s public key. 

 
In addition, the ATN entity may check that the certificate has not been revoked by 
examining the appropriate CRL as described in Section 5.1. 
 
5.3 Validating Certificates Issued to Ground CMA Entities 
 
When an ATN entity validates a certificate issued to an ground CMA entity, the ATN 
entity should perform, at a minimum, the following checks: 
 
• The ATN entity should retrieve an authentic copy of the issuing State CA’s public 

key. 
• The ATN entity should check that that the certificate is an X.509 certificate with the 

authority key identifier, key usage, subject alternative name, and issuer alternative 
name extensions present, and should check that the subject alternative name and 
issuer alternative name extensions each contain a single name. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is signed using ECDSA by 
examining the signatureAlgorithm and signature fields of the certificate. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is a version 3 certificate by 
examining the version field of the certificate. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate was issued by the appropriate CA 
by examining the issuer field and the issuer alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is fresh by examining the validity 
field. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate was issued to the appropriate ground 
CMA entity by examining the subject alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate contains an elliptic curve public key 
corresponding to the parameters sect163r1 by examining the subjectPublicKeyInfo 
field. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate certifies as appropriate either a key 
agreement key or a signing key by examining the key usage extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is valid by verifying the signature 
contained in the signatureValue field using the issuing State CA’s public key. 

 
In addition, the ATN entity may check that the certificate has not been revoked by 
examining the appropriate CRL as described in Section 5.1. 
 
5.4 Validating Certificates Issued to Ground AMHS Entities 
 
When an ATN entity validates a certificate issued to an ground AMHS entity, the ATN 
entity should perform, at a minimum, the following checks: 
 
• The ATN entity should retrieve an authentic copy of the issuing State CA’s public 

key. 
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• The ATN entity should check that that the certificate is an X.509 certificate with the 
authority key identifier, key usage, subject alternative name, and issuer alternative 
name extensions present, and should check that the subject alternative name and 
issuer alternative name extensions each contain at most a single name. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is signed using ECDSA by 
examining the signatureAlgorithm and signature fields of the certificate. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is a version 3 certificate by 
examining the version field of the certificate. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate was issued by the appropriate CA 
by examining the issuer field and the issuer alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is fresh by examining the validity 
field. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate was issued to the appropriate ground 
AMHS entity by examining the subject field and/or the subject alternative name 
extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate contains an elliptic curve public key 
corresponding to the parameters sect163r1 by examining the subjectPublicKeyInfo 
field. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate certifies a signing key by examining 
the key usage extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is valid by verifying the signature 
contained in the signatureValue field using the issuing State CA’s public key. 

 
In addition, the ATN entity may check that the certificate has not been revoked by 
examining the appropriate CRL as described in Section 5.1. 
 
5.5 Validating Certificates Issued to Other Ground Application Entities 
 
When an ATN entity validates a certificate issued to another ground application entity, 
the ATN entity should perform, at a minimum, the following checks: 
 
• The ATN entity should retrieve an authentic copy of the issuing State CA’s public 

key. 
• The ATN entity should check that that the certificate is an X.509 certificate with the 

authority key identifier, key usage, subject alternative name, and issuer alternative 
name extensions present, and should check that the subject alternative name and 
issuer alternative name extensions each contain a single name. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is signed using ECDSA by 
examining the signatureAlgorithm and signature fields of the certificate. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is a version 3 certificate by 
examining the version field of the certificate. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate was issued by the appropriate CA 
by examining the issuer field and the issuer alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is fresh by examining the validity 
field. 
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• The ATN entity should check that the certificate was issued to the appropriate ground 
application entity by examining the subject alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate contains an elliptic curve public key 
corresponding to the parameters sect163r1 by examining the subjectPublicKeyInfo 
field. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate certifies as appropriate either a key 
agreement key or a signing key by examining the key usage extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is valid by verifying the signature 
contained in the signatureValue field using the issuing State CA’s public key. 

 
In addition, the ATN entity may check that the certificate has not been revoked by 
examining the appropriate CRL as described in Section 5.1. 
 
5.6 Validating Certificates Issued to Ground Routers 
 
When an ATN entity validates a certificate issued to a ground router, the ATN entity 
should perform, at a minimum, the following checks: 
 
• The ATN entity should retrieve an authentic copy of the issuing State CA’s public 

key. 
• The ATN entity should check that that the certificate is an X.509 certificate with the 

authority key identifier, key usage, subject alternative name, and issuer alternative 
name extensions present, and should check that the subject alternative name and 
issuer alternative name extensions each contain a single name. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is signed using ECDSA by 
examining the signatureAlgorithm and signature fields of the certificate. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is a version 3 certificate by 
examining the version field of the certificate. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate was issued by the appropriate CA 
by examining the issuer field and the issuer alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is fresh by examining the validity 
field. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate was issued to the appropriate ground 
router by examining the subject alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate contains an elliptic curve public key 
corresponding to the parameters sect163r1 by examining the subjectPublicKeyInfo 
field. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate certifies a key agreement key by 
examining the key usage extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is valid by verifying the signature 
contained in the signatureValue field using the issuing State CA’s public key. 

 
In addition, the ATN entity may check that the certificate has not been revoked by 
examining the appropriate CRL as described in Section 5.1. 
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5.7 Validating Certificates Issued to Aircraft CMA Entities 
 
When an ATN entity validates a certificate issued to an aircraft CMA entity, the ATN 
entity should perform, at a minimum, the following checks: 
 
• The ATN entity should retrieve an authentic copy of the issuing AOE CA’s public 

key. 
• The ATN entity should check that that the certificate is an X.509 certificate with the 

authority key identifier, key usage, subject alternative name, and issuer alternative 
name extensions present, and should check that the subject alternative name and 
issuer alternative name extensions each contain a single name. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is signed using ECDSA by 
examining the signatureAlgorithm and signature fields of the certificate. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is a version 3 certificate by 
examining the version field of the certificate. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate was issued by the appropriate CA 
by examining the issuer field and the issuer alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is fresh by examining the validity 
field. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate was issued to the appropriate aircraft 
CMA entity by examining the subject alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate contains an elliptic curve public key 
corresponding to the parameters sect163r1 by examining the subjectPublicKeyInfo 
field. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate certifies as appropriate either a key 
agreement key or a signing key by examining the key usage extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is valid by verifying the signature 
contained in the signatureValue field using the issuing State CA’s public key. 

 
In addition, the ATN entity may check that the certificate has not been revoked by 
examining the appropriate CRL as described in Section 5.1. 
 
5.8 Validating Certificates Issued to Aircraft Routers 
 
When an ATN entity validates a certificate issued to an aircraft routers, the ATN entity 
should perform, at a minimum, the following checks: 
 
• The ATN entity should retrieve an authentic copy of the issuing AOE CA’s public 

key. 
• The ATN entity should check that that the certificate is an X.509 certificate with the 

authority key identifier, key usage, subject alternative name, and issuer alternative 
name extensions present, and should check that the subject alternative name and 
issuer alternative name extensions each contain a single name. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is signed using ECDSA by 
examining the signatureAlgorithm and signature fields of the certificate. 
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• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is a version 3 certificate by 
examining the version field of the certificate. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate was issued by the appropriate CA 
by examining the issuer field and the issuer alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is fresh by examining the validity 
field. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate was issued to the appropriate aircraft 
router by examining the subject alternative name extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate contains an elliptic curve public key 
corresponding to the parameters sect163r1 by examining the subjectPublicKeyInfo 
field. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate certifies a key agreement key by 
examining the key usage extension. 

• The ATN entity should check that the certificate is valid by verifying the signature 
contained in the signatureValue field using the issuing State CA’s public key. 

 
In addition, the ATN entity may check that the certificate has not been revoked by 
examining the appropriate CRL as described in Section 5.1. 
 
5.9 Other Issues Related to Validating Certificates 
 
In addition to the certificate and CRL validation procedures already described in this 
section, a number of other checks may be necessary in specific circumstances. 
 
When validating a certificate path, ATN entites should check that the certificate path 
contains at most one certificate issued by a State CA to another State CA. This is because 
trust among States is not transitive – a certificate issued to State B’s CA from State A’s 
CA together with a certificate to State C’s CA from State B’s CA does not indicate that 
State A trusts State C. 
 
When validating a certificate path, ATN aircraft entities should check that the ground 
entity certified is in the domain of the State CA certifying the ground entity, and should 
indicate to the pilot which State the ground entity he or she is communicating with lies in. 
This is because State A may wish to allow State B to control State A’s aircraft only when 
the aircraft are in State B’s airspace but to prevent State B from controlling State A’s 
aircraft when State A’s aircraft are in State A’s airspace. 
 
 
Other general checks that should be performed when validating a certificate path are 
desrcibed in [3]. 
 
6 Summary 
 
This paper has proposed a PKI for the ATN. In particular it has described the general 
architecture of the ATN PKI and what each entity’s role is in this architecture. It has also 
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described what certificate and CRL formats should be used, how the certificates and 
CRLs are delivered, and how they are validated. 
 
Remaining questions include – how will aircraft be told whether, for example, several 
ground CPDLC entities share the same key? There are several options – the ground CMA 
entity could send the address and key to the aircraft each time the aircraft communicates 
with a new facility, or the ground CMA could indicate to the aircraft that all CPDLC 
facilities in its domain share the same key during initial CMA logon, or the ground 
CPDLC entities could tell the aircraft to continue using the same key when the aircraft is 
handed off to a new facility. The first and second options are more appealing than the 
third option from a security point of view because aircraft place less trust in individual 
ground CPDLC entities . The second and third options are more efficient than the second 
option because the aircraft does not have to communicate with the ground CMA each 
time it is handed off to a new CPDLC facility. The second option is more restrictive than 
the first and third options because is only really addresses the case where each CPDLC 
facility in the domain has a different key and the case where all CPDLC facilities in the 
domain have the same key. 
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